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Fruit Production and Export Cost Trend Analysis – 3rd Quarter 2014
Key Findings:
(Information reflected as November and December or 4th Quarter 2014 are indicative trends for next period only)
1.
Key Fruit Trading Currency Adjustments – Monthly Average:
The ZAR average monthly value has continued to depreciate steadily against major fruit trading currencies since
period Q2 2011. A comparison of period Q3 2013 average against Q3 2014 average exchange rates are as follows:
ZAR10.00/USD – ZAR10.76/USD = -7.6% - the ZAR/USD exchange rate is presently averaging ZAR11.00/USD,
ZAR15.50/GBP – ZAR17.97/GBP = -16% - the ZAR/GBP exchange rate is presently averaging ZAR17.23/GBP,
ZAR13.23/EUR – ZAR14.34/EUR = -8.4% - the ZAR/EUR exchange rate is presently averaging ZAR13.64/EUR,
JPY9.90/ZAR – JPY9.66/ZAR = +2.4% - the JPY/ZAR exchange rate is presently averaging JPY10.76/ZAR.
2.
Consumer and Producer Price Index Adjustments (CPI / PPI):
(The CPI and PPI average values were rebased to 100 in December 2012 while the PPI database was restructured
in 2013. All PPI data reported prior to January 2012 is no longer available or relevant).
A comparison of period Q3 2013 average against Q3 2014 average index values are as follows: CPI = +6.2%, PPI –
Final Manufactured Goods = +7.3%, PPI – Domestic Electricity = +8.2%, PPI – Diesel Fuel = +3.2%, PPI – Paper &
Printed Products = +6.1%, PPI – Water = +7% and PPI – Fruit and Veg = +2.1%.
The National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) has approved the implementation plan of the Regulatory Clearing
Account (RCA) balance of R7.8-billion for energy utility Eskom, outlining that the implementation of the second multiyear
price determination 2 (MYPD2) in 2015/16 will result in an average tariff increase of 12.69%. See attached latest release
from Eskom on the financial outlook of the parastatal; which indicates the situation ahead of the third multiyear price
application (MYPD3) for 2016/17: http://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/operational-financial-headwinds-placeeskom-in-worst-position-in-living-memory-2014-11-25. The Oct/Nov 2014 edition of the SA Fruit Journal has an interesting
article written by Paul Harris titled: Electricity a growing resource concern (Page 82). As Paul has pointed out, the average
cost of electricity is currently 5 times higher than in 2007, he also gives a bleak view in his expectation of electricity prices
going forward.
3.
Basic Diesel Price & Reef Wholesale Price in Relation to US$ Brent Crude & ZAR Price Brent Crude:
The average oil price (Brent) in USD terms has decreased somewhat since Q2 2014 from ~USD110 per barrel in
June to ~USD82 in November. However the ZAR/USD exchange rate has negatively affected the average ZAR price
of Brent in real terms. The ZAR price of Brent increased to an average of R1, 191 per barrel in August and has since
decreased and is expected to average R972 per barrel in November – if the average USD price per barrel and
average ZAR/USD exchange rate holds firm. The Reef Wholesale Diesel price increased to R13.39 per litre in March
and is expected to decrease to R11.15 per litre in December. If the December ZAR/USD exchange rate averages
below the November average and the USD oil price remains relatively firm at ~USD80.00 per barrel, it is quite likely
that there will be a decrease in the price of Diesel in January – something to be monitored closely.
4.
Truck Operating Cost Trends (Base CPK rate for a 7-Axle Rig):
(It must be emphasized that the Cost per Kilometre is reflective of the trended base price to operate a loaded truck
on a direct headhaul route and is not reflective of the cost of transport offered by operators).
The total operating cost (TOC) of a 7-axle rig increased by 4.7% from Q3 2013 to Q3 2014, similarly the CPK (Rand
Cost per Kilometre) moved from R15.42 per kilometre to R16.14 per kilometre. The total fixed cost (TFC) appreciated
by +8.8% and total variable cost (TVC) appreciated by +2.8%. Fuel as a percentage of TOC is 48.8% and as a
percentage of TVC is 71.5% in Q3 2014. The decrease in the Diesel price expected in December of 70cpl should
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equate to a decrease in transport costs; resulting in the CPK to potentially decrease to R15.60 per kilometre.
Transport costs for Grape producers in December should remain somewhat firm on the 2013 price. Depending on
the average ZAR/USD exchange rate and the stability of the oil price, there could be a further reduction of the Diesel
price in January 2015. This development would bode well for Grape producers whom are likely to see a reduction in
the present high cost of transport. Packed Grapes from the Northern Cape and Namibia are transported an average
of 900 Km to Cape Town, and a staggering 1,650 Km’s from Groblersdal in Limpopo. This is done primarily by
transporting empty reefer containers to the production areas to be stuffed and transported back to CTCT. In the case
of the exporting of Grapes on the Specialized Reefer Service; provided by Cool Carriers, the packed Grapes are
transported in reefer trucks (mostly taken up empty and then routed back down full) to the FPT Terminal in Cape
Town; where then loaded on board ship via the terminal quayside. The transport component for the exporting of
packed Grapes from these areas is therefore a significant portion of the total logistical cost (The CPK for rigid 13.5m
refrigerated trucks is approximately R2.50 per kilometre higher than for 7-axle dry rigs). As can be seen by the chart
(4), transport costs escalated to a historical peak during the first quarter of 2014, directly in the peak Grape export
season. See attached link in which Max Braun explains the contents and market assumptions used to determine the
truck operating cost benchmark data (1.5MB): http://fleetwatch.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Truck-operatingbenchmarks.pdf
5.
Relationship between EU/UK Freight Rates, Bunkers & BAF (Average Break-bulk & Container):
The major cost of fruit exports remains to be the ocean freight rates on the Europe / UK trade (CIF). Notwithstanding
the general container rate increases imposed in 2013, the deflation of the average ZAR/USD exchange rate has
resulted in the ocean freight rates in Rand terms having escalated dramatically on this trade (Bearing in mind that
70% of all Southern African fruit exports are traded in Northern Europe, UK, Scandinavia and Southern Europe Med). The basic ocean freight rate is largely constant with upward and downward movement in line with the
seasonality of the trade volume (demand elasticity). The Bunker Adjustment Factor (BAF) or Standard Bunker
Adjustment Factor (SBF) has become a major component of the all-in ocean freight rate given the recent levels of
general marine oil prices (Bunkers). The Rotterdam bunker price is the main component in determining the BAF/SBF
level on this trade lane; which has been at a rather constant ~USD600/Mt (IFO380) since April 2011. Recently
however, the Rotterdam bunker price average has dropped month on month since July 2014 to an average of
~USD480/Mt in October and has been at a constant ~USD425/Mt in recent weeks. Unfortunately the weaker
ZAR/USD exchange rate has seen the average Rand per Std. pallet equivalent for BAF/SBF remain firm over the
period. On a positive note the average Rotterdam bunker price for October and November will see a moderate decline
in the BAF/SBF rate for December and January. This will more than likely hold the ZAR average basic All-in ocean
freight rate at the same level as Q3 2013 and Q1 2014 when the ZAR/USD exchange rate averaged ~R10.00/USD.
See below special insert on page 9 for more on the effects of changes in the bunker price in relation to freight
rate adjustments. It is also important to track and note the effects of the adoption of low-sulphur marine fuels in the
European [Shipping] Community from 1st January 2015, whereby there is likely to be a major shift in bunker prices
of MGO, IFO and HFO fuel grades as a result in the shift in demand and supply for these fuel types.
6. Average Table Grape Export Cost by Container to EU/UK (Average: Dec – Jan):
(The simulation is based on a collected set of sample costs and then averaged, these samples should not be used
to compare logistics costs as there is a variation for each shipper)
Simulates the average cost of exporting Grapes in reefer containers from the Northern Cape and Namibia out of the
Cape Town port. The inland transport considers the empty collection of reefer containers from depots in Cape Town,
then transported empty (and unpowered) to the production cold stores to be loaded and transported (under power
by Genset) to CTCT. The main cost drivers in this simulation are (1) the extent of the increased transport cost due to
the increase in cost of operating road trucks (in this instance a semi rigid medium powered truck coupled to a tridem
axle trailer carting a reefer container of 4,650 Kg’s Nett with Genset and fuel ~850Kg’s), (2) port costs have actually
decreased due to the TNPA reduction in the cargo dues tariff for full export containers (-43% in 2013), (3) the average
SBF in ZAR terms is expected to decrease slightly due to the [Rotterdam/Durban] bunker price factor reduction
currently ~USD465/Mt (IFO380), and (4) basic ocean freight rates in ZAR terms have increased due to the average
ZAR/USD exchange weakening as well as the 2013 general freight rate increase impose by the container lines.
Hopefully market prices bode well this season to compensate for the astronomical increase in logistics costs…
Disclaimer: These statistics have been compiled with information presently available and provided in good faith but with the express
condition that ‘Fruit South Africa’ accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage resulting from the use thereof. The
literature contained herein has been obtained by and is the sole view of the author and not that of the ‘Fruit South Africa’ or its
members. The author accepts no liability for the use of information contained herein.
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Special Insert on Bunker Adjustment Factor and the Effects on Freight Rates in Comparison to
Exporting in Containers and on Specialized Reefer:
In terms of the methods used in calculating the Bunker Adjustment Factor adopted by container lines (E.g.
Maersk Lines) and Specialized Reefer operators, a rapid change in the bunker price reflects some interesting
changes to ocean freight all-in rates.
Comparing the Europe & UK BAF/SBF calculations (IFO380 marine grade fuel):
i.
Container Lines: the SBF adopted by say Maersk Lines is easily understood as is comprehensively
illustrated on the Maersk Line BAF website (http://baf.maerskline.com/). In simplifying the
exhaustive calculations it can be deduced that 75% of the monthly average of the (IFO380)
Rotterdam bunker price, and 25% of the monthly average of the Durban bunker price is used to
determine the overall average bunker price change determining the SBF. The specific SBF trade
constant for Europe / UK is simply the average bunker price factor (USD/Metric Ton) x 1.8888 per
Reefer Forty Foot Equivalent Unit (FEU) rounded to the nearest USD10.00. For example, the
present average bunker factor per reefer FEU used for the December SBF is USD520/Mt x
1.8888/FEU = USD980/FEU ÷ 23 standard height equivalent pallets per FEU = USD42.61 per
pallet. (23 standard height citrus A15C cartons on pallets make up 20 high cube pallets)
ii.
Specialized Reefer Lines: the BAF calculation adopted by most SRS lines is simply the Rotterdam
spot bunker price (named day of the month, usually last Thursday of each month) x USD00.25c/Mt
(omitting the bunker base from the freight rate to compare apples with apples). Therefore at the
present (IFO380) Rotterdam spot bunker price (as per www.Bunkerworld.com) of ~USD420/Mt x
USD00.25c = USD105 per standard height equivalent pallet.
The interesting anomaly between the BAF/SBF calculations of the two shipping modes is that the BAF/SBF
price movement (upwards and downwards) is much more aggressive for the Specialized Reefer sector than the
container sector. When a sudden movement in the Bunker price occurs, the SRS BAF is adjusted on the named
day of the month while it appears the container lines adopt the month average bunker price and is only adjusted
in the BAF/SBF calculations with a two month lag. For example the average bunker price factor the container
lines used for October will only be calculated into the December Europe / UK BAF/SBF rate. The present low
bunker average price factor will only be realized in the January BAF/SBF calculations as adopted on the Europe
service (e.g. SAECS).
If one factors in the basic ocean freight rate (excl. BAF/SBF and the base factor for SRS) then a very interesting
picture emerges when there is a rapid movement in the bunker price; as is currently the case (See chart 5
above which shows the sudden downward price of the Rotterdam average bunker price for IFO380 marine
grade fuel). The basic peak ocean freight rate as an example can illustrate how the total all-in (incl. the freight
and BAF/SBF cost) ocean freight rate is adjusted according to the movement upwards or downwards of the
bunker price factor at a given point in time.
Comparing the basic ocean freight rates RSA to Northern Europe / UK (freight rates are vastly different from
shipper to shipper):
i.
Container Lines: as an example of the peak basic ocean freight one could use USD4, 400 per FEU
as a flat basic ocean freight rate on this trade. Therefore USD4, 400/FEU ÷ 23 standard height
equivalent pallet per FEU = USD191.00 per pallet.
ii.
Specialized Reefer Lines: as an example of the peak basic ocean freight one could use USD140.00
per standard height equivalent pallet (excl. the bunker base) as a flat basic ocean freight rate on
this trade.
Using these two variables (purely as an example) to compare the all-in freight rate differential between the two
shipping modes, it illustrates how a rapid movement in the bunker price factor can potentially lead to the
equalizing of the all-in freight rate between the two modes. This anomaly of the price differential will obviously
be determined by the specific freight offered to each shipper. The illustration is displayed in chart 1 below
where at the present bunker price factor (currently the SRS bunker price factor used is ~USD420/Mt and for
containers e.g. Maersk the December bunker price factor used is USD520/Mt) and given a specific basic freight
rate, the peak freight all-in rates has the potential to equalize in the month of December 2014. It is a well-known
fact that the landside FOB cost of exporting fruit on the SRS service is substantially lower than the FOB cost of
exporting containers (Source: CGA cost comparison of fruit export using DIP to FOB landside costs). Therefore
in this instance the CIF (the DDU/DDP/FOT cost basis may show a different result to that of CIF) cost of
exporting fruit to Europe / UK would be potentially lower by shipping on the Specialized Reefer service as
opposed to exporting in containers – when strictly applying the indication of peak season (Citrus) rates on this
trade.
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The simulation suggests that the peak all-in freight rates would potentially equalize when the bunker price factor
for both shipping modes is at a level of ~USD350/Mt. As per Chart 2 below if one factors in the citrus DIP to
FOB landside cost comparison, then the CIF cost differential appears to equalize at a bunker price factor of
~USD475/Mt.
The simulation also suggests that Grape producers and exporters could potentially see an equalizing of the allin freight rates between the upcoming reefer charter rates and the container freight rates (but will strictly depend
on the specific and undisclosed rates negotiated between the respective shipping lines, terminals and shippers).
A particular and interesting trend to follow is the Rotterdam bunker price which is edging on ~USD400/Mt at
present. Given the conversion of the European [Shipping] Community from IFO/HFO marine oils to MGO marine
fuels (MARPOL legislation of 0.1% sulphur content), there could well be some rapid movements in the price of
bunker fuels in the short term. Some theorists have suggested the bunker prices for marine fuels could move
by 25% upwards or downwards. Remains to be seen, and who said containers are here to stay?
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